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Big questions in Evolutionary Biology and experimental limitations
ü The evolution of complex traits.
ü The role of neutral variation in adaptive evolution.
ü Selection for fitness vs selection for robustness.
ü The topography of adaptive landscapes and the evolution of landscapes.
ü Eco-evolutionary dynamics: how evolution changes ecology and how ecology modulates
evolution.
ü Evolution of phenotype-genotype maps.
ü The evolution of genetic systems (sex, speciation, genome architecture).
The advantages of microbial Experimental Evolution
ü They are easy to propagate and enumerate.
ü They reproduce quickly, which allows experiments to run for many generations.
ü They allow large populations in small spaces, which facilitates experimental replication.
ü They can be stored in suspended animation and later revived, which allows the direct
comparison of ancestral and evolved types.
ü Many microbes reproduce asexually and the resulting clonality enhances the precision of
experimental replication.
ü Asexuality also maintains linkage between a genetic marker and the genomic background
into which it is placed, which facilitates fitness measurements.
ü It is easy to manipulate environmental variables, such as resources, as well as the genetic
composition of founding populations.
ü There are abundant molecular and genomic data for many species, as well as techniques for
their precise genetic analysis and manipulation.
Peculiarities of RNA viruses
ü High genetic variability.  Orders of magnitude greater than for DNA-based organisms.
ü High mutation rates: 2.5´10-4 s/s/r for VSV, 5´10-5 for TEV and 2.5´10-3 for CChMVd. Such 
mutation rates are consequence of the lack of proofreading mechanisms in viral RdRp.
ü Compacted genome: 11162 nts for VSV and 9494 for TEV.
ü Huge numbers of generations per time unit: ~103 PFU/cell in 6 - 8 hpi for VSV or ~106
LFU/g 5 dpi for TEV.
ü The variability is a key factor for pathogenicity.
ü It is impossible talking about a single defined entity.  Instead we shall talk on a distribution 
of genomes centered around a more frequent one: Quasispecies.
ü Relatively easy to map genotypes into phenotypic space.
ü Viral infectious diseases represent the most important threat to animal and plant health.
One step beyond Experimental Evolution: Artificial Life
Thomas S. Ray, the Tierra project
Chris Adami and Charles Ofria, the Avida platform
Guillaume Beslon, the Aevol platform
Avidians genomes
Adami C. 2006 Nat. Rev. Genet. 7, 109-18
Adami C. 2006 Nat. Rev. Genet. 7, 109-18
Avidians logical metabolism
Functional genomics in Avida
Adami C. 2006 Nat. Rev. Genet. 7, 109-18
Phylogenetics in Avida
Adami C. 2006 Nat. Rev. Genet. 7, 109-18









Antagonistic epistasis Synergistic epistasis
Expected for RNA viruses Expected for complex organisms
Strong deleterious fitness effects Mild deleterious fitness effects
Krakauer DK,  Plotkin JB. 2002 Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 99, 1405-9
Sanjuán R, Elena SF. 2006 Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 103, 14402-5
Genome complexity and epistasis
Lenski RE et al. 1999 Nature 400, 661-4
Lenski RE et al. 1999 Nature 400, 661-4
ln# $ = −'$(
Valverde S et al. 2012 Artif. Life 113, 111-5
Fragile organisms are characterized by antagonistic non-modular epistasis, while robust
organisms are characterized by synergistic negative epistasis
Fragile Robust
Sanjuán R et al. 2004 Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 101, 8396-401
Carrasco P et al. 2007 J. Virol. 81, 12979-84
Therefore, we expect viruses to be fragile…
Proportion E(s) Proportion E(s)
Lethal 39.6% -1 40.9% -1
Deleterious 29.2% -0.244 36.4% -0.490
Neutral 27.1% 0 22.7% 0
Beneficial 4.2% 0.042 0.0% -
Total 100% (48) -0.476 100% (66) -0.491
Sanjuán R et al. 2004 Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 101, 15376-9
Lalić J, Elena SF. 2012 Heredity 109, 71-7
…and dominated by positive epistasis
ü Among deleterious pairs: 3 cases of 
antagonistic epistasis
ü 3 synthetic lethals (synergistic epistasis)
ü áeñ = 0.034 ± 0.010 (t-test, P = 0.002)
ü Among beneficial pairs: 6 cases of 
antagonistic epistasis,
ü Including 5 cases of decompensatory 
epistasis.
ü áeñ = -0.077 ± 0.017 (t-test, P < 0.001)
ü 9 cases of synthetic lethals (synergistic
epistasis).
ü 11 cases of antagonistic epistasis.
Spearman’s rS = -1,000, 4 df, P < 0.001
Sanjuán R, Elena SF. 2006 Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 103, 14402-5
rS = -0.315, 249 df, P < 0.001
In contrast to more complex organisms
The origin of complex features
The obsession of intelligent designers: the evolution of a complex eye
ü Darwinian explanation: complex features do not evolve de novo but via incremental
transitions of functional states.
Lenski RE et al. 2003 Nature 423, 139-44
ü Evolution started with an avidian only able of replicate but not performing any logical
operation (L = 50).
Lenski RE et al. 2003 Nature 423, 139-44
ü The resulting dominant genotype was 344 “genotypes” away from the ancestral (L = 83).
ü EQU first appeared after 111 “genotypes”: 103 single, 6 double and 2 triple mutations in
the lineage.
ü Some mutations were deleterious when first appeared, but highly beneficial afterwards.
Lenski RE et al. 2003 Nature 423, 139-44
The genome of the first avidian that did EQU
Mutation, neutrality, robustness, and the rise of 
the flattest
The quasispecies effect or ”the survival of the flattest”
Wilke CO et al. 2001 Nature 412, 331-3
The survival of the flattest in Avida
Wilke CO et al. 2001 Nature 412, 331-3
Elena SF et al. 2007 Evolution 61, 666-74
Rates of evolution depend on the mutational supply !N
Elena SF et al. 2007 Evolution 61, 666-74
Sensitivity to mutational effects depend on !N
flattest
fittest
Sanjuán R et al. 2007 PLoS Genet. 3, e93
Flattest wins the competition at increased 
mutation rate
flattest is more robust to the accumulation 
of deleterios mutations
VSV
Evolvability: exploring the fitness landscape
Clune J et al. 2008 PLoS Comput. Biol. 4, e1000187
The evolution of optimal mutation rates
Uopt = 4.641 mutations/genome/replication
Clune J et al. 2008 PLoS Comput. Biol. 4, e1000187
The ruggedness of the fitness landscape determines the value of mutation rate
Clune J et al. 2008 PLoS Comput. Biol. 4, e1000187
Selection favors suboptimal mutation rates because they are advantageous in 
the short term
Elena SF, Sanjuán R. 2008 BMC Evol. Biol. 8, 284
Robustness, evolvability and the efficiency exploring the fitness landscape
ü Organisms were evolved for 105 updates in a simple environment (NOT, AND, OR, NOR).
ü Three population sizes 102, 103 and 5·104.
ü Three genomic mutation rates 0.02, 0.2 and 2.
ü Total of 180 lineages.  Lineages not performing all four tasks were removed.
ü F is the most fragile organism.
ü R is the most robust organism.
Elena SF, Sanjuán R. 2008 BMC Evol. Biol. 8, 284
Further adaptation to a simple 
environment (NAND, ORN, ANDN, XOR)
Further adaptation to a very complex 
environment (77-tasks)
Elena SF, Sanjuán R. 2008 BMC Evol. Biol. 8, 284
Positive association between robustness and evolvability
ü Expected length of the adaptive walk to the optimum genotype:
01000 1 step
00010 3 or 5 steps
00001 1 step
10110 5 steps
01101 3 steps (two paths)
























































































































































































































































































NIb CPP1 HC-Pro P3 CI VPg NIa-Pro
Genomic evolution
Cervera H et al. 2016. Proc. R. Soc. B. 283, 20160984
How much evolution depends on past history?
Travisano M et al. 1995. Science 267, 87-90
ü Observed slope is different from diagonal (t-test, P = 0.005): initial differences due to
history have been erased by subsequent effects due to chance and adaptation.
ü Relative contributions to adaptation: adaptation > chance ~ history
(A)
Ancestral fitness relative to 01001
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